
   Baby Clothing & Accessories

 'my First Hours' New Baby Gift Set (sophie The Giraffe)
by VULLI

ISBN: 3056562201048
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

The essentials to welcome baby into a world of softness and comfort! Includes:
- Sophie the Giraffe, baby's first toy to stimulate the senses.
- a bonnet to protect baby from the cold during their first few hours.
- very comfortable slippers.
- a large blanket to keep baby warm when they go outdoors for the first time (100cm x 75cm).
- a comforter with dummy attachment for those tender, cuddly moments.
- a little bib for baby's first feed.
- a basket to keep all baby's things in.

 Baby Stickers Woodland Friends
One for Each Month!
by PETER PAUPER

ISBN: 9781441321381
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: PETER PAUPER PRESS, INC.
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $5.00

Here's a fun way to create a visual monthly record of Baby's growth until Baby's first birthday!Peel off each cute milestone sticker, stick on Baby's shirt, and
take a picture. Set includes 12 stickers -- one for each month of the first year. Stickers are easy to stick on and peel off clothing. Each sticker measures 4-1/2
inches round. Sticker sheets measure 8-1/2 inches wide by 11 inches high. Set features adorable woodland animal-themed art.

 Bamboo Swaddle: Garden Friends
by LULUJO

ISBN: 628233451378
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

This extra-large, all-in-one deluxe muslin swaddling blanket is generous in size, versatile, and lightweight. It can also be used as a nursing cover, portable
crib sheet, baby blanket, change pad, stroller cover, and more.Pack of three.
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 Bamboo Swaddle: High In The Sky
by LULUJO

ISBN: 628233451354
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

This extra-large, all-in-one deluxe muslin swaddling blanket is generous in size, versatile, and lightweight. It can also be used as a nursing cover, portable
crib sheet, baby blanket, change pad, stroller cover, and more.Pack of three.
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 Bamboo Swaddle: Out At Sea

by LULUJO

ISBN: 628233451361
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

This extra-large, all-in-one deluxe muslin swaddling blanket is generous in size, versatile, and lightweight. It can also be used as a nursing cover, portable
crib sheet, baby blanket, change pad, stroller cover, and more.Pack of three.

 Bandana With Teether (sophie The Giraffe)
by VULLI

ISBN: 3056562201215
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.75

Perfect for keeping baby and clothing clean when babies salivate during teething! Featuring a soft section from natural rubber for nibbling, the bandana also
helps sooth your baby's painful gums.

 Hockey Beavers Bib
by SMALL POTATOES

ISBN: X42757
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.00

Lightweight cotton bib with an absorbent terry backing and Velcro closure.Size: One size, 8" x 10.5". Fabric: 100% Cotton.

 Peter Pan Bib
by SMALL POTATOES

ISBN: X75665
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.00

Lightweight cotton bib with an absorbent terry backing and Velcro closure.Size: One size, 8" x 10.5". Fabric: 100% Cotton.
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 Bib Set Bear & Friends (2 Bibs With Pouch)

by CROCODILE CREEK

ISBN: 732396321291
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $17.00

An innovative 2-pack bib set that comes with a zippered travel pouch for Mom’s on the go! Pouch easily holds 2 bibs. Made from lightweight, easy-wipe,
machine washable, water-resistant Polyester twill. For children 6M-24M. Features an adjustable tug-proof velcro closure and a catch-all pocket that helps to
contain spills! BPA free, phthalate free, lead free.

 Bib Set Trains (2 Bibs With Pouch)
by CROCODILE CREEK

ISBN: 732396321277
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $10.00

An innovative 2-pack bib set that comes with a zippered travel pouch for Mom’s on the go! Pouch easily holds 2 bibs. Made from lightweight, easy-wipe,
machine washable, water-resistant Polyester twill. For children 6M-24M. Features an adjustable tug-proof velcro closure and a catch-all pocket that helps to
contain spills! BPA free, phthalate free, lead free.

 Bib Set Vehicles (2 Bibs With Pouch)
by CROCODILE CREEK

ISBN: 732396321246
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $17.00

An innovative 2-pack bib set that comes with a zippered travel pouch for Mom’s on the go! Pouch easily holds 2 bibs. Made from lightweight, easy-wipe,
machine washable, water-resistant Polyester twill. For children 6M-24M. Features an adjustable tug-proof velcro closure and a catch-all pocket that helps to
contain spills! BPA free, phthalate free, lead free.

 Sweet Cakes Bib
by SMALL POTATOES

ISBN: X76131
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.00

Lightweight cotton bib with an absorbent terry backing and Velcro closure.Size: One size, 8" x 10.5". Fabric: 100% Cotton.
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 Blankie With Pacifier Holder (sophie The Giraffe)

by VULLI

ISBN: 3056562201017
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.50

For baby to cuddle up with! Gentle colours and a very soft feel to reassure and comfort baby. This practical comforter comes complete with a Velcro fastener
to hold baby's dummy and a pocket for perfect hygiene.

 Hockey Beavers Burp Cloth
by SMALL POTATOES

ISBN: X76129
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $10.00

You work hard at relieving your little angel of that nasty air bubble only to be thanked with a soggy, white shoulder (and back and chest). The Small
Potatoes Burp Cloth is the perfect solution...- Unique contour shape gives you coverage where you need it most without bunching up.- Thick terry fabric
back protects your clothes from nasty stains.- Compact size can easily fit in your diaper bag or purse.- Can be used on either shoulder or flipped over if
needed.- Stylish design will make you the envy of all your hip mom friends.

 Grey Boots (0-6 Months)
by STONZ

ISBN: 810854002859
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Skid-resistant and lightweight PLUSfoam sole, made from 100% recycled and recyclable materials. Water and wind-resistant 600D nylon upper. Two
adjustable toggles to provide a personalized fit. Soft fleece lining. For Fall, Winter and Spring – just layer up or down.0 to 6 months.

 Organic Cotton Sherpa Wash Cloths (5 Pack)
by SLING SISTERS

ISBN: 855562000438
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $9.50

Measuring 7x7 inches, these are the softest wash cloths! Great for washing your face or using as a handkerchief, and perfect for wiping up your little ones.
Each set comes with 5 wash cloths. Machine wash warm / low dry.Please note: set only includes wash cloths. The soaps pictured are not included.
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 Towel With Hood (sophie The Giraffe)

by VULLI

ISBN: 3056562201154
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $38.00

Sophie la girafe bath cape with Sophie la girafe stuffed toy rattle. Interior of hood lined with towelling for maximum absorption.Includes a Sophie la girafe
stuffed toy to entertain baby. Practical, the cape attaches using Velcro® and can be easily removed and hung up.
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